


OUTSIDE THE NBA, basketball's money-
spinning brands and business are few and far
between. But the sport is incredibly strong in
participation right across the world and there
are definite signs of progress on the commercial
side, both in European club basketball with the
Euroleague, and at international level with the
World Championships organised by FIBA.

The Euroleague is increasing revenues
despite operating on a continent where it battles
for broadcaster and sponsor interest with
commercially developed properties like football
and motorsports.

For FIBA, the last World Championships,
in Japan in 2006, was the most commercially
successful ever, attracting a host of top level
sponsors, 900 million live match television
viewers and 3.5 billion television highlights views.

But it is with the all-conquering NBA that
any review of the business of basketball must
begin. In 2009 the sport's 5oo-pound gorilla
remains in good health, despite the ravages of
the economic downturn, which forced a cull of
g-per-cent of its staff in 2008.

It is the third-biggest of the major US leagues
in terms of average team value and revenue
(according to Forbes) - behind the NFL and MLB
but ahead of the NHL. The league produced
record revenues of $3.8 billion in 2007-08.

Figures are not yet available for 2008-09,
inevitably a more difficult season, but expected
hits on ticket and merchandising sales due to
the US recession will have been assuaged by
the start of new domestic television contracts
which are to bring in $7.4 billion over the next
eight years. The NBA's sponsorship deals,
incorporating those of its 32 franchise teams,
account for the lion's share of the around $500
million global basketball sponsorship market.

New developments
One of the most significant commercial
developments in the NBA in the last year was
the opening up of courtside sponsorship to
alcoholic spirits brands, although with the
caveat that the ad boards must have camera-
visible responsible drinking ad boards alongside
them. Miami Heat was the first franchise to
take advantage of the new regulations, signing
a sponsorship contract extension with Bacardi
that bumped up revenues by 10 per cent.

The NBA franchises include globally-
recognised brands - the New York Knicks,
Boston Celtics and LA Lakers - although
none currently at level of the Chicago Bulls
in the 19905, or of football's Real Madrid or
Manchester United today. According to Forbes,
the average value of a NBA franchise in 2008
was $379 million, 2 per cent up on the year
before.

But the NBA's biggest brands are its stars,
and it currently has one of the most bankable
on the planet in the 6'8", 113kg shape of LeBron
James. This summer Nike led "King James" on
his very own world tour which saw him bringing

the messages of basketball, the NBA and Nike
to ten cities, including Beijing, Shenyang,
Shanghai, Paris and London.

Beyond the NBA, the next-biggest league in
commercial terms is the Euroleague, which is
to introduce a new structure which will see it
become a true league' rather than a tournament
with annual qualification.

The idea is to create greater financial
certainty at the top, allowing longer and stronger
partnerships with sponsors and broadcasters for
both the clubs and the league itself.

Strong growth
Euroleague has enjoyed strong growth in
commercial revenues since it began in 2000-01,
but it has been, and continues to be, a battle.
Basketball remains in the second-tier of sports for
most broadcasters and sponsors on the continent.

Yet despite the economic downturn
Euroleague is still notching commercial
successes. It is poised to reap the rewards of
patience with and investment in the Greek
market with a new television deal expected to
deliver a three-fold increase in fees. In its first
couple of years the league refused to sell into the
market until broadcasters were prepared to pay
what it felt was a fair price for the rights, thus
protecting their value to this day.

However at the same time Euroleague is
bracing itself for falling television revenues
in Italy and Israel this season- two of its
biggest markets where the recession has hit its
broadcast partners.

A new accord signed between Euroleague and
FIBA is designed to address what Euroleague
chief executive Jordi Bertomeu says is one of the
European game's biggest problems; there are
too many professional clubs without sustainable
commercial business models. Bertomeu also says
that in too many European territories there are too
few arenas and too few players to maintain high-
quality, sustainable professional leagues.

He knows that's not what many leagues
and clubs want to hear, but intends to open a
dialogue between all the stakeholders in the next
year. He will attempt to persuade them that
European club basketball needs tighter financial
regulation and minimum standards for facilities.

FIBA is standing behind Bertomeu in his
mission to professionalise European club
basketball but is taking a hands-off role. It sees
its responsibilities as those which continental
and national federations cannot handle.
These include organising and improving the
international tournaments, improving standards
of governance in its member continental and
national federations and helping its member
federations provide facilities to develop young
players.

Rather than describe itself as basketball's
government, Matthew Osmon, Commercial
Director at FIBA, says it is "the United Nations".

The past decade has seen FIBA implement
a 12-objective strategy to raise the standard

of international competitions, raise its own
profile and commercial power, and generally
step-forward into the brave, not-so-new world of
heavily branded, heavily commercialised sport.
The feeling within FIBA was that it had fallen
behind other governing bodies and needed "to
act more like a professional market player".

And to make sure the strategy is
implemented and the ball keeps rolling, the
federation has introduced a system to score the
performance of each of its different departments
- on values ranging from the happiness of fans,
to staying within budgets.

FIBA's Head of Communications Florian
Wanninger picks out two areas in which he
feels the organisation has made particularly
significant advances.

The number of potentially medal-winning
World Championship sides has been increased
from around five (ten years ago) to between 10
and 15 today, thanks to a programme for the
education of coaches, aimed at improving the
standard of play at the top level across the globe.

Standards rise
Secondly, standards of organisation at the
World Championships have improved, at the
core of which has been the production of a set
of rules for organisers covering many aspects
of the competition from marketing to arena
construction. These were introduced in Japan
in 2006, and are being revised with each
subsequent tournament.

The World Championships and Olympic
Games sit side-by-side as the top two
competitions in international basketball.
Wanninger says basketball was clearly the
number two Olympics sport during the Beijing
Games. He says another of FIBA's achievements
in the last fifteen years has been awakening
the historically apathetic US public to the
importance of Olympic success for its team.

Nevertheless, FIBA recognises that there
is work to be done in raising the profile of the
international game. The national team concept is
still much better embraced in Europe and South
America than in the States, says Matthew Osman.

FIBA organises the Olympic tournament but
has, in the past, left most of the responsibility
for organising the World Championships to
the local organising committees (LOCs). In the
future it is set to take a much more active role.
For the 2014 World Championship, a joint-
venture between FIBA and the Local Organising
Committee will handle the marketing and
management of the event.

But there is evidence to show that its more
prescriptive and strategic approach to the
organisation of the World Championships is
already working.

Euroleague's Jordi Bertomeu said that the
World Championships in Japan in 2006 were
the first time he saw really modern marketing
practises being used to raise the profile of
the tournament. For further evidence, FIBA



points to the impressive television viewers
figures, achieved despite a timezone that was
disadvantageous for Western Europe and US
television audiences.

Matthew Osman says that revenue from
FIBA's marketing partners has doubled in the
last four years. FIBA's list of sponsors - global
partners and main sponsors of its major
competitions- include some blue-chip names -
Toyota, adidas, McDonald's and Coca-Cola. Its
biggest deal is with watchmaker Tissot, which
is its official timekeeper under a deal worth
around $2.75 million per year.

Osman says that next year's World
Championships in Turkey will see the figures
for the 2006 edition surpassed. Although
pleased with the Japan event, FIBA is acting to
address remaining weaknesses.

At the 2006 World Championships, the
federation was unhappy with the level of
awareness of the event in the host country
- measured in the six months leading up to it -
and ticket sales also fell short of expectations.

Consequently preparations for the 2010
World Championships began earlier than ever
before, with the first meeting with the LOC held
two and a half years ago to create a strategy for
the preparations.

Championship boost
At the 2006 World Championships, the
organisers advertised the event, with a stand at
each match venue and advertisements during
television and online broadcasts of matches. The
event was also promoted at the five continental
championships, out of which the participants
for the World Championships were chosen.

To boost the promotion of the tournament in
the lead-up this year and next, LA-based creative
agency Iconisus has been hired.

This December will see the close of an
international campaign called "Destination
Turkey 2010", which was implemented
in partnership with the Turkish Ministry
for Tourism, and has advertised the World
Championships, and Turkey as a whole, as a
tourist destination.

The promotional programme will then move
into a second phase, and there will be an added
ticket sales push beginning in January which
will focus on the 20 countries that have already
qualified for the event, and the four that will
qualify as wildcards - to be announced this
December. But tickets have been on sale since
August 28, exactly one year before the start of
the tournament.

By paying a small security fee, fans have
been able to acquire 'options' to buy tickets for
different stages of the competition. The options
reserve for them a full-price ticket, but if their
team does not make it, the organisers only keep
the security fee.

Wanninger says the fruits of the increased
promotional push this time around can be seen
already with studies showing between 60 and
yo-per-cent awareness of the event in Turkey.

Now all FIBA has to do, says Wanninger with
a laugh, is get these people to spend money
on tickets. The Turkish Basketball Federation
(TBF) is hoping for over 200,000 ticket sales
for the event. The TBF is perhaps an example
in microcosm of the development that has
somewhat belatedly gone on within basketball in
the last two decades.

The 2010 World Championships take place
over two weeks from August 28 to September
12, with venues in four cities - Ankara, Kayseri,
Izmir and Istanbul.

TBF president Turgay Demirel traces
his federation's promotion of the World
Championships back to 2002, when it was
campaigning to host the event.

He says the TBF attracted 5,000 Turks to
Indianapolis, the location for the 2002 World
Championship, and organised Turkish days
at shopping malls, advertising on local public
transport, and shows exhibiting Turkish culture.

Ten years previously, when Demirel first took
over the TBF, he says there was "no professional
management, no marketing nor a long-term
vision of basketball in Turkey."

The game suffered from an understandably
low level of popularity. But since then, the
federation has managed to increase the
number of licensed players, set itself the goal
of equalising the numbers of licensed men and
women players, established top level junior
teams at national and club level, organised two
top-level competitions - the 2001 EuroBasket
continental championship and next year's
Worlds - and, claims Demirel, "become one of

the top ten basketball countries not only on the
court but also on the managerial side".

Turkey takes quite a responsibility on its
shoulders as it hosts the World Championships.
The tournament is one of FIBA's crown jewels
and plays a key role in raising profile and
participation levels around the world.

Global appeal
As FIBA points out, "the sport of basketball is
promoted and developed through an enormous
world-wide structure of teams, local and national
leagues, coaches, National Federations, and
Continental Federations".

FIBA says these all pull together to lift the
sport upward, but it is clear that some pulls
are stronger than others, and that the World
Championships and the NBA are among the few
elements that have truly global reach.

The NBA's overseas ambitions, particularly
in China, are well-documented. In 2008-09,
things quietened down on its Eastern front, after
several big splashes in 2008, which included the
creation of NBA China, a new company charged
with developing the NBA's commercial interests
there, and the signing of an agreement with
venue-operator AEG to build and operate 12
multi-purpose arenas in the country.

The NBA's globe-trotting certainly helps
to boost basketball in those markets it pours
resources into, but there is a wide world beyond
that which FIBA must also cater for. Aside
from polishing its jewel in the crown elite
tournaments until their sparkle can be seen in
as many territories as possible, FIBA is, among
other initiatives, creating new competitions.

The first Under-iy World Championships are
set to take place in July 2010 and it has organised
3-on-3 tournaments to help push a format of the
sport which will be easily accessible to millions
around the globe.

The NBA, Euroleague and FIBA are just
three of the organisations aiding basketball's
steady, if not spectacular, growth. If the efforts of
those at the centre of the latter two organisations
continue to breed success, a strong commercial
platform should be created on which this growth
can continue.

Florian Wanninger says he does not see
basketball as competing for fans against other
sports - but that sports are in competition with
music and entertainment, particularly for the
hearts and minds of the young.

This may be true up to a point. But the
reality is that sports are competing against each
other, especially in an economic downturn, for
sponsor and broadcast dollars.

Matthew Osman says the FIBA's ambition
is simple - to be the clear number two sport
in the world. Basketball has got a lot of the
attributes required to grab this spot - massive
participation, a young, affluent participant
demographic, and a clean, drug-free image. It
remains to be seen whether the people at the
heart of organisations like FIBA, the Euroleague
and NBA can take it there.
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